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Press Release Summary: Joppa, MD September 2, 2008—With 
the release of The Pink Panther Deux just around the corner, 
Image checks offers a collection of banking accessories that 
feature the classic cartoon cat. The product suite includes 

checks, labels, 
personal contact 
cards, and a 
checkbook cover. 

Press Release 
Body: The 

Impressions 
Collection by Image 
Checks features many 
vibrant and fun 
designs for collectors 
and enthusiasts of a 
wide variety of brands. 
With offerings 

like “Vintage 
Sodas” and “My 

Little Pony”, the new 
addition of the Pink Pantherpattern will fit right into the Impressions 
line! The personal checks feature the Pink Panther in four sleek poses 
against patterned backgrounds of pink, purple, yellow, and orange. 



The designs are very eye-catching and show the true attitude of this 
lovable character. 

The Pink Panther brand has remained well-known and loved for 
decades. Beginning as a “short,” not a full-length film, the Pink 
Panther grew into not only a cartoon series, but also into a movie 
franchise that features many celebrity superstars in lead roles. With 
the most recent movie release in 2006 and an upcoming one in 2009, 
both starring Steve Martin, the Pink Panther continues to capture the 
love and laughter of many generations. 

Our transformation of this fun loving character from the big screen to 
a product suite launches on July__, 2008 through the company’s 
website, www.imagechecks.com. The self-adhesive address labels will 
mirror the designs of the checks, while the personal contact cards and 
checkbook cover will feature only one picture of the cool cat. 

Through the Impressions line, Image Checks is able to further please 
its customers with specific designs that appeal to enthusiasts of many 
brands. The Pink Panther product collection is only one more way to 
enhance the Impressions collection. 

About Image Checks: 
Whatever your banking needs, Image Checks is sure to have a product 
for you. Offering personal checks in both the regular and top-stub 
style, which is available in all designs, Image Checks provides a wide 
selection of designs for the interests of all customers. Come visit the 
site and find the perfect design or collector’s item for you! 

Web Site: http://www.imagechecks.com 

Contact Details: 1802 Fashion Court 
Joppa, MD 21085 
410-679-3300 
Fax: 410-676-3300 
sdemetriou@cdi-us.com 

 


